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Name: Date:

Vegetables
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
A very starchy root vegetable.
A. potato   B. patato   C. potaco   D. potatoe

2.
Long pinkish sour leafstalks usually eaten cooked and sweetened.
A. rhuberb   B. rhubirb   C. rhunarb   D. rhubarb

3.
These highly nutritious seeded pods of various legumes are among the 
oldest foods known to humanity.

A. beans   B. beins   C. boans   D. bains

4.
A leafy green vegetable that will make you strong like Popeye.
A. sppinach   B. spinuch   C. spinach   D. spinacc

5.
A pear-shaped tropical fruit with green or blackish skin and rich 
yellowish pulp enclosing a single large seed.

A. avocadoe   B. avocado   C. avocydo   D. avocido

6.
An orange root vegetable.
A. carot   B. carmot   C. carrot   D. carrote

7.
Tall annual cereal grass bearing kernels on large ears.
A. cern   B. corn   C. corrn   D. korn

8.
Usually large pulpy deep-yellow round fruit of the squash family 
maturing in late summer or early autumn.

A. pumlkin   B. pumpkin   C. puypkin   D. pumpkkin
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